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RESUMEN: Actualmente, presenciamos el aumento del principio general de los discursos del derecho administrativo en todos los sistemas legales para potenciar los valores de buena administración en los órdenes legales administrativos. En numerosos litigios administrativos, los jueces han invocado algunos casos de principios legales que se imponen al contexto de las acciones del gobierno como criterios modernos y requisitos legales; pero, a pesar del papel normativo determinista del principio general del derecho administrativo, su concepto aún no está definido con precisión. Existen múltiples trabajos meticulosos que identifican el concepto de “principio legal” y sus ejemplos conocidos en los sistemas legales; sin embargo, esencialmente no queda claro si, existencialmente, tenemos principios generales de derecho administrativo en nuestros sistemas legales administrativos. Por lo tanto, este documento se es-

ABSTRACT: Nowadays, we are witnessing rise of general principle of administrative law discourses in all legal systems to empower good administration values in administrative legal orders. In numerous administrative litigations, judges have invoked some instances of legal principles which are imposed to the context of government’s actions as modern criterions and legal requirements; but, despite of deterministic normative role of general principle of administrative law, its concept is not yet precisely defined. There are multiple meticulous works that identify concept of legal principle and its known examples in legal systems; nevertheless, this essentially remains unclear that if we existentially have general principles of administrative law in our administrative legal systems. Hence, this paper strives to provide a convincible answer to the question by presenting a stringent
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discourse about definition of general principle of administrative law and its probable instances in administrative legal systems, mostly, among European Union and United Kingdom (UK) judges’ decisions; whereof general principles of administrative law represent fundamental administrative norms, by finding out an accurate general concept of each of them in legal systems, a generic portrait of global administrative law face can be drawn.
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**I. INTRODUCTION**

Undoubtedly one of the most important issues of today’s public law is general principle of administrative law (GPAL) which its instances have been raised in the context of administrative precedent. There are multiple meticulous works to identify concept of legal principle and its known examples in legal system; however, we might specifically find less considerable works about GPAL. Apart from differences in the definitions are provided by scholars and some contemplative controversial debates in this issue, here clarifying the concept and instances of GPAL is significantly neglected. Most of efforts have presumed a superficial definition and subsequently address the issue by some prevalent instances in administrative precedent. That’s while GPALs are increasingly recognized in administrative precedent and effectively play a deterministic normative role in administrative legal order. In numerous cases judges have invoked specific legal principles in administrative litigations to enforce good administration.
values in administrative legal system (ALS) as an efficient way for realiza-
tion of legality; this leaves a room for counting these principles as GPALs in many legal thoughts. By the way, this essentially remains unclear that if we existentially have GPALs in our ALSs? This main question leads us into a route with several challenging issues about the concept of GPAL, its difference with similar concepts and its probable instances in the context of eminent ALSs; including the question about its precise definition; also, that, are GPALs definitely and absolutely distinguished from similar adja-
cent legal principles? Is it essentially possible to propose a comprehensive certain list of GPALs? In this regard, this paper strives to provide a convincible answer to the main question, and obviously secondary questions, by presenting a stringent discourse about definition of GPAL and its probable instances in ALSs, mostly, among European Union and United Kingdom (UK) judges’ decisions. As a methodological explanation, UK is adopted to investigate its reputational long historical precedent which vocalizes the most momentous ground of UK legal order; besides, EU legal system could present a transnational legal order as the most prosperous cosmopo-
litan context of legal principles. Whereof GPALs represent fundamental administrative norms, by finding out an accurate general concept of each GPAL in these two legal systems, a generic portrait of global adminis-
trative law face can be drawn. Due to augmentation of research’s aim to tracing global administrative law, there might be some rooms to slightly interpolate GPALs’ instances from other leading legal systems including Germany, the United States and France; there would be no deterministic outline of GPALs, however, because of country’s varied legal culture and political compromise during their long history. In order to take steps in the way, first of all the paper endeavors to illustrate the most exact meaning of GPAL by put its characteristics under scrutiny and subsequently, elucidate an approximate general sense of each in the outstanding legal systems to depict a general discourse of new-fashioned global administrative law.

II. AN EFFORT TO ENUMERATE THE CHARACTERISTICS: CONCEPTUALIZATION AND DEFINITION

By loaning Aristotle’s method, to achieve an appropriate definition of the concept of GPAL, in this section, its characteristics are going to be ana-
lyzed. Obviously, GPALs have got all general features of legal principle as well as other sorts. In addition to these, there are some features spe-
cially belong to GPALs. As a matter of fact, in most of the cases, GPALs generally or specifically are distinguished from similar concepts by these features.

1. The general features

Subsequent to Dworkin’s core theory of legal principles,¹ stringent debates, on the concept of these new raised norms in the territory of law, have been raised. In most of the endeavors, we have been witnessing the controversial debates on function and the concept of principles compared with Rules,² however, some fruitful general features could be comprehended. Among the aforesaid specifications by scholars, these features are noteworthy: comprehensiveness, generality, non-positivized, optimization, performance relativity and perpetuity.

A. Comprehensiveness

By this characteristic, principles can encircle all legal situations and phenomena. Principle has got this property to expand its definition or convey a descriptive proposition to various legal situations. Comprehensiveness gives a trait to encompass diverse commands by which legal vacuum and ambiguity is hermeneutically dispelled.³ This feature is realized in the function of principle by optimization exclusivity. For example, to command that “Government’s measures should be proportional to existing objective facts”⁴ in
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administrative law or “punishment must be proportionate”\(^5\) in criminal law by principle of proportionality.

**B. Generality**

Generality of principle puts miscellaneous instances of related subject matters into the realm of its command. Comprehensiveness gives principle a room to versatility in commands, and generality creates the possibility of diversity in instances inclusion. Essentially, the later feature is a common trait in the nature of legal norms but with a different quality.\(^6\) Hereto, all principles are general, but some types environ other ones in command. In fact, in comparing two principles, we might find a more general one; that’s why GPALs are commonly alluded to depict most foundational administrative law principles\(^7\) by which multiple principles are derived in the realm of administrative legal order. As an instance, principle of legality comprises principles of statutory interpretation, ultra vires, unauthorized delegation and etcetera.

**C. Non-positivized**

Principle always remains in an abstract sense. In other words, principle would not come off in the contextual configuration of law as rules. Rule may shape the formal structure of principle by an explicit citation, but it doesn’t put this underlying assumption forward that the principle was written. Indeed, rule forms the accidental structure of principle; and principle constitutes the essential structure of rule. Somehow, these rules can be considered as definitive written propositions in which substantive interpretive commands of their inherent principles are realized. Principles


are evermore covered by propositions and as a core concept are situated in the content or at the context of rules insofar generally are recognized in a precedent via interpretation.\(^8\)

D. Optimization

The inherent structure of a principle contains a discourse in which multifold legal and meta-legal components, containing norms and facts, are implicated. This feature begets any principle adaptability to hierarchical system of legal norms subsumption and also gives rise to rules optimization by substantive interpretation or revision in order to validation.\(^9\) Accordingly, if a principle’s descriptive proposition be found invalid, the principle will be redefined by a new valid one, and this does not collapse its existence.\(^10\)

E. Performance relativity

Plural normative and factual factors are involved in the inherent discourse of principles causes relatively in their functions. In any case, due to subject matters, principles against each other are placed in an axiological\(^11\) competition to which, weight evaluation is effectuated;\(^12\) in which the

---


principle containing more rational legitimate value and validity, without defeasance, takes priority over the rival one. This hegemony might be reversed in another case. Therefore, as Alexy and Kaufmann have asserted, function of a principle is significantly appertained to coalescent facts and norms in the context of each particular case.\textsuperscript{13}

\textbf{F. Perpetuity}

Since principle has rooted in axiological terms, in the form of an intellectual system, its substance remains consistent and uncontroversial. Principles represent superlative goals of a political-legal system and are not ignorable in the context of norms. They are always engraved in human thought and nature,\textsuperscript{14} whether have got legal reputation and validation by precedent or not.\textsuperscript{15}

\textbf{2. The special features}

Special features of administrative legal principle are incentive factors by which scholars assign a distinguished group of general principles as GPAL.\textsuperscript{16} This paper stands on this point that administrative legal principle is the same legal principle which is taken by judges in administrative precedent to acquaint it with ALS. Actually, categorizing legal principles into principles of criminal law,\textsuperscript{17} civil law,\textsuperscript{18} administrative law,\textsuperscript{19} constitutional law\textsuperscript{20} and et-


\textsuperscript{15} Wacks, Raymond, \textit{Philosophy of Law}, Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2006, p. 44.


cetera, is only an abstract classification that on the basis of discourse matter and type of precedent is declared. However, principle might be differently recognized in each kind of precedent, its quiddity is the same; it is just described by conceptualized and logically correlated propositions in the context of distinct legal spheres.

In contrast, the dualism\textsuperscript{21} emphasizes on administrative essence of administrative legal principles and the division between general principle of private law and public law.\textsuperscript{22} As it appears in the dualism thought some sort of unshared exclusive principles could be found. Such that some principles are correlative factors between these two spheres of law and also some monopolized ones exist; qua it is depicted as bellow:

**FIGURE 1. SCHEMATIC ANALOGICAL SITUATION OF DIFFERENT KINDS OF LEGAL PRINCIPLES IN THE DUALISM THOUGHT**

Nevertheless, this idea is going to be faltered by putting optimization and universality substantive features of legal principle into scrutiny. By considering optimization and relativity of principle function, obviously we would find out that it leaves no room to conceive an absolute distinct prin-
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ciple. All sorts of principles might be recognized in each one of the realms
by judicial proceeding based on some pioneer redefined conceptual proposi-
tions or codified rules. Some of these general principles might be simply
identified as GPALs in administrative precedent to empower legality
and good administration values in ALS; by which administrations’ deci-
sions and measures are normalized parallel with legitimate standards and
norms; and possible effective administrative remedies are represented.23

Discourses of principles are theoretically and abstractly formed in rule-
makers’ mind regarding to society’s legitimate goals and rationality in the
light of the rule of law. Hence, they have a logical and normative correla-
tive links between each other in inherent aspect as well as formal structure
which is reflected at the context of propositions; qua principles together
have a certain semantic and conceptual order by which coherence and inte-
grity is preserved; to the extent that each principle augments the concept
of other ones and fills out their commands in the domain of the rule of law.
This might be shown as the figure 2.

**Figure 2. A graph depiction of logical and normative correlative links (lines) between principles (points) in the abstract static order. This regular and systematic relation is compacted in the realm of the rule of law**

---

As mentioned above, numerous normative and factual components are involved in the inherent discourse of principles that makes it relative in content and be balanced in function. Balancing of principle that sometimes causes normative optimization in legal order, is carried out in the context of any case before a court in which multiple due subject matters take place. In this regard, principle should be conceptualized and relatively redefined due to administrative legal order and matters of any administrative litigation (AL) to be recognized as an administrative legal principle. But it doesn’t mean that aforementioned principle would be substantively revolved and from the graph is egressed; as we can clearly observe in the figure 3. As an instance, this kind of adoptability and conceptualization could comprehensively be apperceived about principles of reasonableness and legality.

**Figure 3. A Graph Depicture of the Participation of Principles in a Specific AL (Dotted Circle) and Their Attending by Command or Reason**

---


Indeed, each case brings forth own involved components in the realm of principle discourse that affect its command. Therefore, AL attunes principle discourse to administrative legal order while it maintains the graph. So, such a principle would not be substantively altered but has being redefined from case to case. Hence, some sorts which are recognized in administrative precedent might be called administrative legal principles.

Principles, through their deep link discourse with facts and norms, constitute a communication bridge between *de facto* and *de jure* spheres; in which, the consequences of discourses in balancing surmount conceptual weakness of law and by creating interventional propositions, gaps are covered. In this way, principles impose their axiological content and immediate finalistic norms on the domain of law. Hence the discourse of a specific principle in an ALS is open to other related discourses inspired by other ALSs in order to augment and advance its nature. Hereupon, principles usually are in connection with each other in the context of a global administrative law in which a nonexclusive group of global GPALs might be conceived. Therefore ALSs are in transition by both internal (national) and external (global) principles’ discourses interactions.

Accordingly, these underlying assumptions bring forward two main special features for all administrative legal principles: 1) every administrative legal principle holds forth good administration values in its inherent discourse; 2) they are accredited in administrative precedent as authentic norms in administrative legal order; however, these specifications are accidental and subordinate which are annexed to substantive general features.

28 For a dialectical analysis about the role of principles’ discourses in a legal order, see Petoft, Arian, “Reviewing the Law of Balancing and Subsumption with the Legal Proposition Factor in the Structure of Principles and Rules”, *Rechtstheorie*, vol. 48, No. 4, 2017, p. 441.
A. Representative of the good administration values

In developed ALSs, through reinforcing politics and programs based on good governance and strengthening cornerstones of administrative justice system, striking eagerness are shown to bolster good administration values in administration actions,\(^{30}\) in order to constitute a good administration which we might call “Administrative Utopia”. Actually, an administrative utopia can be visualized as an administrative system to which effective, efficient, accountable, transparent, responsible, proper, moral, eminent, technical, developed and generally legal performance are described. Nowadays, due to predominant role of judges in legal systems, we are witnessing rise of these values in judicial review in which they’ve made effective efforts to impose them by imperative valid commands on ALS; in this way, administrative legal principles play a determinative role.

Administrative legal principles by encompassing good administration values in their discourses, command in parallel with them in administrative legal order. This axiological inherent assist administrative legal principle to substantively affecting government actions due to good administration values while procedural legality is maintained. In most of cases, judge tries to validate these axiological norms in administrative legal order by demonstrating their legal reliability based on interpretation inspired by the context or the content of laws.\(^{31}\) Among these administrative


\(^{31}\) Judicial rule-making gives rise to several controversial issues about formalism, authority of law, judicial activism and etc. by which this is mainly questioned that to what extent judicial reasoning, interpretation and rule-making could be authoritative. To read some noteworthy works about judicial activism, see La Torre, Massimo, “Between Nightmare and Noble Dream: Judicial Activism and Legal Theory”, in Pereira Coutinho, Luís; La Torre, Massimo and Smith, Steven D. (eds.), Judicial Activism. An Interdisciplinary Approach to the American and European Experiences, London, Springer, 2015, p. 3; D’Amato, Anthony, “Judicial Legislation”, Northwestern University School of Law Scholarly Commons: Faculty Working Papers, 2010, p. 1; Magrish, James L., “Judicial Legislation, by Fred V. Cahill”, Indiana Law Journal, vol. 28, No. 2, 1953, p. 282;
legal principles, GPALs are the most general norms in ALS which in turn are representative of the most legitimate good administration values. Hereby, some GPALs mostly emphasize on traditional values in legality of ALS and some others in a modern sense mainly corroborate the substantive aspect of good administration. However, the earlier ones are reconciled with modern requirements, but as a matter of legally antecedent objectivity might be categorized into “Classic Principles”; and the latter ones could be remarked as “Modern Principles”. Good administration values in the discourse of classic principles uphold primary obligations that should be considered in all government actions; these norms are almost stood in legal tradition by which formalism and procedural aspect of the rule of law as well as equity and fundamental rights are strongly preserved. Beside them, modern principles embrace some novel good administration values which are recently brought in ALS that, for the most part, emphatically strengthen substantive rule of law.

B. Recognition in administrative precedent

As mentioned, administrative legal principles are recognized by judges in administrative precedent. Maxims, postulates and some other kinds of similar concepts, so long as principles are not legitimately identified in administrative precedent, wouldn’t be treated as administrative legal principles; this is certainly because of preservation of authoritative characteristic of law and importing valid norms in administrative legal order. Administrative precedent in a civil law system is individually referred to administrative court proceeding whereas it is a technically court proceeding related to cases require administrative litigations by nature in a common law system. In either case, respective precedent intelligibly clarifies the most known and prevalent GPALs.

3. Providing a definition

Consequently, these aforesaid features shed light on the way to definition of GPALs. Hereby, we might eventually define them as “of the most general, comprehensive, non-positivized and perpetual legal norms which are legitimately recognized in administrative precedent by judges and relatively function in parallel with good administration values in ALS in order to optimize administrative legal order or realize the rule of law in government actions.” GPALs can be categorized into classic principles and modern ones regarding to antecedent objectivity in the realm of ALS. Their inherent discourses are flexible in conceptualization but strongly remain in logical and normative correlative links in such a way that their integrity is always retained. Hereupon, a universal analogical discourse, by bringing GPALs in the context of legal systems together, could be obtainable. However, every one of GPALs invites us to a comprehensive broad investigation, but in this research, generic sense of them is thought-out.

III. CLASSIC PRINCIPLES

Above-mentioned classic GPALs are some principles rooted in tradition of law and have got long background in precedents; however, due to

---

Such as Conseil d’État in France and Bundesverwaltungsgericht in Germany that are at the head of their administrative courts.
modernization, they have being conceptualized during the time. Among them, principle of the rule of law is the most general one which encompass all other principles. In UK legal tradition, general principle of equity, and in EU, USA, France and German law, constitutional rights principles are of the most highlighted GPALs which can be abstractly situated at the top of hierarchical system of legal norms in the light of the rule of law. However, these super-principles are robustly applied in most of ALSs by principle of legality in a general sense in order to protect fundamental rights, which are reflected in Constitution, adherence to law and vindication of justice as a genuine goal of it. As a matter of fact, by pondering on precedents, we might probably acknowledge these principles of the most known GPALs in ALSs: the rule of law, legality, ultra vires, error, unauthorized delegation, equality, harm, remedy, equity and constitutional rights principles. These principles are inextricably twisted in concept by their discourses; howbeit, they are separately recognized and can be independently defined as an autonomous norm in administrative precedent in which judges invoke them on numerous occasions.

1. The rule of law

It is simply could be said that the rule of law determines boundary dissociation between the realm of law and meta-legal domains. The principle, through law authority maintenance, establishes a legal order in which law governs instead of pure power. Hence, it keeps government under legally normative control by which any arbitrariness is rebuffed. This takes steps in the way of validity preservation of any behavior and norm in the sovereign territory. To the extent that, each one of phenomen-


34 The most known modern GPAL in EU legal system are the affiliated principles of right to good administration including non-discrimination, legal certainty, fairness, objectivity and impartiality, participation, proportionality, protection of legitimate expectations, transparency, and due access to effective remedies, efficiency, effectiveness and etc., see Hofmann, Herwig C. H.; Schneider, Jens-Peter and Ziller, Jacques (eds.), Model Rules on EU Administrative Procedure, ReNEUAL, 2014, p. 45.
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ena should be realized in accordance with law. Therefore, the rule of law is the most general principle which eclipses other ones in its imperative sphere.\(^\text{36}\)

Whereof by establishment of government, freedoms are restricted and coercive power is imposed, then to exclude any kind of tyranny or authoritarianism, protection of the rule of law is indispensable and crucial. To be under the rule of law means legitimately governing by certain legal rules which John Locke has defined as neutral constant-based rules that are equitable to all.\(^\text{37}\) Currently, one of the most substantial means of the rule of law preservation is judicial control over government actions\(^\text{38}\) by which citizens’ rights are protected\(^\text{39}\) and various binding GPALs are technically provided; as much as even there is a theory of “judicial democracy” amongst doctrines.\(^\text{40}\) Protection of substantive sense of the rule of law crucially depends on effective judicial review of authorities’ decisions and measures by proper standards derived from accredited GPALs. Indeed, substantive aspect of the rule of law enables axiological norms to present and role-play in the domain of law as a gateway; here is the main area of dialectic debate between naturalists and positivists regarding to conceptual scope of the substantive sense in connection with the procedural one which fortifies legal formalism.\(^\text{41}\) This is why we might apprehend moral-oriented and fair norms and themes in the spirit of laws.

Both dimensions of the rule of law are plainly reflected in USA precedent.\(^\text{42}\) In this regard, substantive conditions alongside procedural ones
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oblige government to observe in any sort of action; as it is beheld in UK. As a matter of fact, assigned discretionary power (DP) to authorities doesn’t mean that they have absolute discretion in fulfillment the legal duties by their wisdom; rather they should put rational considerations in observation.\(^{43}\) Furthermore, they should observe proportionality implications while merit of their decisions is notably evident.\(^{44}\) This can illustrate the reason that French legal system tremendously applies substantive GPALs in numerous contexts of cases by administrative precedent.\(^{45}\) In comparison, the rule of law\(^{46}\) similarly plays a momentous role in german law, however, mainly stresses on the principle of “democracy” and “constitutional rights”\(^{47}\) as the most revolutionary intellectual commitments which are twentieth century thought relics.\(^{48}\) Thus, constant judicial control over government based on the rule of law is a pretext to protect citizens’ rights and democracy; in essence, existence of constitutional litigation\(^{49}\) before the “Federal Constitutional Court”\(^{50}\) — that makes german law unique and unparalleled — is an unequivocal testifier of that. In the context of german law, principle of the rule of law analogically is a normative way to the justice; hence, realization of the rule of law is potentially appertained to be under the behests of the way\(^{51}\) as if by legality.\(^{52}\)

The rule of law contains a broad sense in which legality, proportionality, reasonableness, respecting to rights and other principles are included...
and even supranational norms are guaranteed. The latter isstringently protected by the principle of “legal certainty” in EU law; according to which any obligation by laws or other kind of binding means, that is compulsorily dominated to european citizens, should has minimum legitimate quality and form while the primary requirements of justice and fairness are precisely observed.\(^{53}\) As a consequence, legal certainty required that in exercising any kind of DPs, authority cannot violate general conditions of freedoms which are guaranteed by EU law.\(^{54}\) It protects all GPALs of EU law,\(^{55}\) which are essentially lain in broad sense of the rule of law, in the sovereign territory of EU member states by empowering the principle of “supremacy” (supremacy of EU law over national law) to establish a global government (globalization)\(^{56}\) with two-level implication of the rule of law (national and international law).\(^{57}\) This might be assumed as a cosmopolitan law which is a direct result of EU’s the rule of law; it is such an alternative to traditional thought of international law.

2. Legality

In all legal systems, principle of legality is audibly identified with a clear sound of compliance with law which drafts this assumption that anyone should act by the way that is prescribed by law.\(^{58}\) Influenced by liberalism

---


thoughts, citizens are free to decide and act except where laws forbid; accordingly this is a principle that all actions in private sphere are legal unless contrary is proved.\textsuperscript{59} In contrast, in public sphere due to legitimate governance committals, the principle is that authorities could not act apart from in cases where a law assigned.\textsuperscript{60} So in private relationships the positive sense of legality and in public ones, the negative sense of it is proposed. The earlier may be called as principle of “capacity” and the latter can be singled out as principle of “incompetency”. The latter is the same principle in light of \textit{L’Etat du Droit} in French legal system by which government should do only what is determined by law. In fact, it can be an outcome of mistrust of government and its authorities to keep their actions within the framework of democratic legal norms to make them licit as a normative lawful power.\textsuperscript{61}

Therefore, principle of legality protects obligation and enforcement of law; somehow the hierarchical system of norms as well as legitimacy of behaviors is preserved. This calls up manifold sub-principles such as “\textit{Nulla Poena Sine Lege}” (no punishment without law) in UK,\textsuperscript{62} EU\textsuperscript{63} and so on which holds legality of punishments or “non-retroactive”\textsuperscript{64} that protects rule of previous law on the former situations (legality in the past); also the second one pinpoints prohibition of extending effects and consequences of authority’s decisions to the past.\textsuperscript{65} In addition, legality implies princi-


\textsuperscript{64} Brown, Lionel Neville, \textit{op. cit.}, p. 236.

\textsuperscript{65} As it is clear in EU precedent: Case 63/83 \textit{Kirk},1984 ECR 2689, available at: https://webstroke.co.uk/law/cases/63-83-kirk-1984; Case 80/86 \textit{Officer van Justitie v. Kolpinghuis Nijmegen BV}, 1987, ECR 3969, available at: http://eur-lex.eu-
ple of “compliance” that almost famed by *beachtung* in german law,\(^{66}\) according to which, authorities should conform to legal rules\(^{67}\) and this at a later date entails accountability and reasonableness (providing rational reasons to justify action undertaken) as modern principles in ALSs.\(^{68}\) Besides, principle of “statutory interpretation” is one of incontrovertible normative sequences of legality that holds any interpretation of legal provisions, which is suggested by public officials or judges, into the framework of law’s prescribed commands to prevent a probable diversion of context of law.\(^{69}\)

Further, principle of legality chiefly evokes principles of “excess of discretion”, “exercise discretion” and “abuse of discretion” in german law;\(^{70}\) the first two principles mainly emphasize on procedural legality whiles the latter remarks substantive one which is placed among the modern principles by and large. The excess principle gives the meaning of incompetency: where it is not permissible by law, there is no discretion; this unambiguously holds forth “ultra vires” principle in UK which is in proximity of “error” principle that collectively reinforces legality.\(^{71}\) The exercise principle compels competent authorities to fulfill their legal duties\(^{72}\) and this is not about breaching competency boundary. In abuse of power, discretion is exercised and also


\(^{70}\) Künnecke, Marina, *op. cit.* p. 37.


\(^{72}\) BverwGE92, pp. 153 and 154.
no exceedance has taken place; but an authority applied her/his power in a misuse way while principle of error interdicts her/him of any unintentionally error of law or jurisdictional fact.

In the context of EU law, legality implies a two-level object which envelop national and international mandate of its substandard normative command. This unequivocally puts forward some pertinent sub-principles by which the member states are obliged to observe in the both levels along with legality observation in the Union bodies themselves. These sub-principles, by their most significant instances, can be enumerated as principles of “loyalty”, “efficiency”, “assimilation”, “solidarity”, “direct effects”, “indirect effects” and “direct applicability”. Loyalty and efficiency principles, through mutual co-operation, leads states’ policies and measures to the way in which integrity of EU and its legal order are effectively exerted and maintained. Assimilation and solidarity principles robustly fortify EU law coherence and correlation between international legal order with national one; in this regard, the member states are committed to legislate and implement in compliant and consistent with the EC treaty’s conditions. Direct effects principle creates a possibility for lawsuit before a national court by EU law particularly about guaranteed european citizens’ fundamental rights; and principle of indirect effect necessitate national laws interpretation congruent and compatible with EU law especially in the context of judicial explanation of rules. Finally, all member states should directly

---

73 Article 10 EC Treaty
75 Article 280 EC Treaty.
76 Article 158 EC Treaty.
79 80/86 Kolpinghuis, 1987, ECR 3969, available at: https://swarb.co.uk/criminal-proceedings-against-kolpinghuis-nijmegen-bv-ecj-8-oct-1987; C-106/89 Marleas-
apply EU law conditions and norms into their legal system based on principle of direct applicability primary command.\(^{80}\)

**A. Ultra vires**

Ultra vires is a well-known concept in UK. Due to that, any excess of discretion is considered as a violation of legality.\(^{81}\) Principally, there would be no discretion in public sphere unless such a competency is ordained by law. Hence, authority should act into competency boundary which conferred upon by law; this phrase affirms non-arbitrariness principle in a narrow sense.\(^{82}\) Likewise, EU law applies the principle to harness the power in the deterministic legal framework.\(^{83}\) It should be noted that the principle does not downright refer to executive power; either it covers all sort of legal powers. For instance, jurisdiction of courts; or particularly “non-justiciability” principle in USA\(^{84}\) that is appropriated for inhibition of hearing to cases containing political and security challenging issues in
which, because of presumably disruption of “check and balance”, there is no jurisdiction to judicial review.

B. Exercise discretion

Also, by an alternative exposition of ultra vires principle, might be said that any compulsory or discretionary power is a legal duty should be performed by competent authority and abstain of this task, in turn, is an action that is not permitted by law; it accounts principle of exercise discretion in german law and mainly consider as illegality of action in ALSs.

C. Error

Error of law and error of facts are two common principles particularly in UK precedent and in most of cases are conceptualized under the extensive concept of legality in ALSs. In error of law, an authority makes a mistake by misunderstanding of law specifically about her/his discretion whereas error of fact is arisen in cases in which she/he errs in compliance objective

---

instances with respective legal commands. In a sense, it can be understood as a kind of excess of discretion from this perspective that authority has act-
ed out of her/his competency boundary and not in conformity with the law.

D. Unauthorized delegation

Discretions which are allocated by laws to public officials should be exercised personally by respective competent authority. Principally, au-
thorities cannot fulfill tasks on behalf; therefore, they are not allowed to delegate unless such a delegation is guaranteed by law or are implicitly supposed in its rules, ergo, as it is explicit in UK and German precedents, delegation is an exception that necessitates a legal allowance. Whereof any delegation should be authorized by law, then we might em-
body its command as a principle of competency; which means that delega-
tion itself is an extra-discretion that should be prescribed by law. Even in cases of legal authorization, three kinds of delegation are not allowed unless by an exceptional permission of law: transverse delegation in which power is dedicated to an authority by another one in the same level of administra-
tive hierarchy; longitudinal delegation by a lower grade author-
ity to an upper one in administrative hierarchy; however, there are some exceptions to longitudinal delegation that the most considerable could be principle of “subsidiarity” in EU law by which the Union in some exceptional circumstances shall act instead of the member states if and insofar as the objectives of the proposed action cannot be sufficiently achieved by

---

89 White and Collins v. Minister of Health, 1939, 2 KB 838, available at: https://www.academia.edu/35327325/ADMINISTRATIVE_LAW.
them;94 and finally, consecutive delegation that means subsequent delegation by delegated authority to another one.95

E. Equality

One of the most fundamental principles in all ALSs is principle of equality. Article 2 of the Declaration of Human Rights and article 26 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights significantly guarantee right to equality. Equality principle protects citizens by law and under the law equally. Government should provide justly law in which citizens are equal by the provisions in rights and privileges and also are equally protected under its enforcement. In addition, government action should be impartial qua all citizens could be able to effectually make a profit of that without any illegal discriminatory concession. Hence, this principle in a negative sense is called “non-discrimination”;96 for example prohibition of discrimination by sex97 or workers’ wage98 in EU case law.

F. Harm

Freedoms of individuals are modulated by harm principle. By a common sense in precedents, this principle can simply be defined as a lim-

---


95 For example, see Barnard v. National Dock Labour Board, 1953, 2 QB 18, available at: https://webstroke.co.uk/law/cases/barnard-v-national-dock-labour-board-1953.


itiation on freedoms to prevent actions of an individual from harming others.\textsuperscript{99} In the context of modern administrative law, this principle is mainly suggested in the area of discretionary powers that significantly accentuates principles of reasonableness and proportionality.\textsuperscript{100} In public sphere, public interest mingles in the discourse of harm principle by which any harmful actions regarding to collective rights and goods is impermissible. Therefore, we are witnessing of permission of derogation from rights in emergency states;\textsuperscript{101} because all kind of emergency—that by the case threaten national security, public order or like these— are noticeably endanger public interest.

G. Remedy

As a subsequent to harm principle, obviously, principle of remedy is considered. There should be effective remedies considering legal rules regarding to any harmful act including spiritual and material compensation for the injured and recover loss incurred in cases of liability of the state. It is clear that damages to a citizen, for any reason, may be not recovered or her/his claim on detrimental action of authority is not essentially confirmed; hence, in order to protect citizens’ rights, in modern ALSs, judicial remedy as an alternative one is put to enforce. The most rampant judicial remedies are as follows: qashing order (\textit{Anfechtungsklage}),\textsuperscript{102} prohibitory or-


der (Verpflichtungsklage), mandatory order (Leistungsklage) and judicial declaration (Feststellungsklage) commonly in UK and German law; also in particular: injunction, umdeutung (Reinterpretation) and verfassungsbeschwerde (constitutional complaint) respectively in UK and German law.

H. Equity

Principle of equity is mostly reflected in UK law as a super principle but it is originated considering natural justice which is provided in the content of legal rules in all administrative legal orders. Equity principle gives a substantive moral dimension to legal commands and makes them flexible by values based on natural justice. This is effectively derived from six main propositions which are well described in a leading case of R v Home Secretary ex p Doody in UK precedent: 1) discretions should be fairly exercised; 2) standards and criterions of fairness might be changed during the
time; 3) principle of equity should not be defined as a fixed and unchangeable command to identically apply in various legal situations; 4) legal commands should be committed regarding to their directions; 5) in some situations, fairly, there might be possibility of participation by citizens who their rights and duties are or will be affected by an authority’s action; 6) for this participation, citizens should be fully informed and aware of the action.

Principle of equity functions by some known legitimate maxims in UK precedent.111 This principle also leads some sub-principles regarding to trial and judicial procedure that collectively are well-known as “fair trial” principle. For example in the context of EU case law, principles of “access to the courts”,112 “an independent and impartial tribunal”,113 “public hearings”,114 “presumption of innocence”,115 and “Fair hearing”116 which in turn puts forward principles of “advance information”,117 “reasonable time”,118 “Hearing”,119 “cross-examination”,120 “representation”,121 “reasoning”,122 “equity in arms”123 and “non- unfair evidence”,124 are of the most noteworthy instances.

113 Eccles, McPhillips and McShane v. Ireland, 1988, 59 DR 212.
114 Pretto v. Italy A 71, 1984, 6 EHRR 182.
3. Constitutional rights principles

Each one of Constitutional rights might provide a respective principle in the context of precedent. This is customarily a german law tradition that gives a fundamental right additional legal enforcement by an identified principle in precedent. Even so, these principles could be investigated in every ALS based on constitutional rights; UK, EU and USA precedents appreciably affirm this underlying assumption. As a primary command, it is averred that individuals are free to do without any restriction except in cases where law is not allowed, democratically and legitimately.

Hence it is very important to control government decisions as for constitutional rights in order to prevention of any unauthorized restriction on them or debarment of supernumerary duties of what is expected by laws. Apart from diversity in instances and conceptual details by a meticulous deliberation on fundamental rights in the context of each legal system, some of the most predominant constitutional rights principles are as follows: “privacy”, “liberty and security”, “property and possession”, “religion and belief”, “expression” and “assembly and association”.


IV. Modern Principles

Following to good administration doctrine theorization among ALSs, judges have made a great effort to induct modern principles which strong-


ly hold good administration values in their discourses. The clear example of effect of this doctrine can be found in article 41 of European Charter of Fundamental Rights. Some scholars believe that good administration is essentially a GPAL that fills the legal vacuum relating to administrative law and also empowers a substantive dimension of the rule of law; in opposition, there are scholars who defend of counting good administration as a fundamental right.\textsuperscript{131} Howsoever, it could be deduced that good administration specifies the path and is realized by modern principles which are thoroughly applied in ALS. In most of cases following instances can be reckoned with as modern principles that forcefully instate good administration in ALS: legitimate expectations, reasonableness, relevant considerations, proportionality, time limits, transparency, accountability, abuse of power, impartiality, public participation, responsiveness, unfettered discretion and proper purpose.

1. **Legitimate expectations**

Authorities are required to protect a citizen’s legitimate expectations that they themselves have caused them. This could be result of announcements, regulations, procedures, measures, and even promises made to citizens; in a way that people, by trusting to the situations and subsequences, rely their personal and commercial life on. Decisions based on such qualifications should be subject to procedural fairness that require a convincible degree of legal protection and should not be outside the scope of equity and justice.\textsuperscript{132} This is the general broad concept of legitimate expectations principle is common in EU, UK and german law.\textsuperscript{133}


\textsuperscript{133} For UK, see Schmidt v. Secretary of State for Home Affairs, 1969, available at: https://swarb.co.uk/schmidt-and-another-v-secretary-of-state-for-home-affairs-ca-
Based on UK precedent, generally, in four situations legitimate expectations are protected under the law: 1) revocation of decision: when a public authority adopts a decision, it may affect citizens’ rights and privileges in such a way that creates a new status which are eventuated and subordinated of that; that’s while, the previous decision is replaced by a new superseded one, which subsequently mutates the status and influences those rights and privileges in a different way; 2) breach of assurance: in some cases, the public authority may commit to make certain policies and processes to a specific matter, but in contrast to this, she/he act differently and thereby changes the statu quo. 3) change of consistent practice: in such cases, the public authority, without be committed to make certain policies and processes, over a long period of time, uniformly acts in the same way somehow citizens suppose that the status quo will always be established and stable; that’s while, this will all change as a result of her/his new decision by adopting a superseded different policies and processes; 4) change of policy: a public official promise to act on a particular policy or process in relation to upcoming stages by a specific issue and citizens would also expect the action to be taken, but at the appropriate time, the authority will act differently.
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Legitimate expectations principle (Vertrauensschutz) in German law has got the similar concept as we might apperceive from articles 20 and 28 of basic law and also in the context of some known cases. For example in Widow case, the judge put forward two situations in which citizens’ legitimate expectations are under protection: when government has adopted a regulation in contravention of the law or committed an illegal act, but its effects remain valid for a while and then it is nulled and voided; moreover, in any situation in which some particular sort of privileges or benefits be permanently conferred upon citizen by an official decision but after a while ordered to be suspended.

2. Reasonableness

Always, there must be a reasonable relationship and logical connection between the decision taken by an authority and the objectives on which it was based in the content of legal commands. In general words, authorities are supposed to make decision in a rational way. The principle of reasonableness, which is closely linked to modern legal principles, in many cases of UK precedent is taken against government decisions. There are plural cases in UK and EU precedents in which principle of reasonableness is inextricably interconnected with principles of effectiveness and relevant considerations; however, it doesn’t mean that they equally imply an exact meaning.

138 9 BVerwGE 251.
139 Bongiovanni, Giorgio; Sartor Giovanni and Valentini Chiara, op. cit., pp. 5-7.
principle, as a well-known GPAL in german law,\textsuperscript{142} gives rise to a form of social acceptance of government activity, which typically aligns administrative performance with society rationality.\textsuperscript{143} Unreasonableness of an authority’s decision or measure is some kind of action that individuals do not rationally and logically deal with it;\textsuperscript{144} such actions clearly lack a rational argument or ethical standards which confirm merit of it.\textsuperscript{145} Unreasonable action is like a retrogressive decision or measure which not only does not conduct ALS to progress, but actually leads it to reversal quality of the \textit{statu quo}.

Invalidation of some kind of unreasonable actions is only possible that apparently and to a large extent have an irrational nature which is seriously in conflict with legitimacy. Therefore, any action cannot be simply counted as an unreasonable one to void.\textsuperscript{146} Effectiveness and efficiency might be one of good evaluation criteria for reasonableness of an action. A decision or measure that does not efficient or does not bring forth a significant positive effect on the public interest is not fundamentally rational and more likely to cause loss of public resources are available. Essentially, good administration requires that processes and institutions work in line with needs of society and make the best possible use of resources.\textsuperscript{147}

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{142} Schoch, Friedrich, “Der Verfahrensgedanke im Allgemeinen Verwaltungsrecht”, \textit{Die Verwaltung}, vol. 25, 1992, p. 21.
  \item \textsuperscript{144} \textit{Education Secretary v Tameside Council}, 1977, AC 1014 at 1064, available at: https://swarb.co.uk/secretary-of-state-for-education-and-science-v-tameside-metropolitan-borough-council-hl-21-oct-1976.
  \item \textsuperscript{145} \textit{Council of Civil Service Unions v Minister for the Civil Service}, 1985, AC 374, 410, available at: https://webstroke.co.uk/law/cases/council-of-civil-service-unions-v-minister-for-the-civil-service-1985.
\end{itemize}
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3. Relevant considerations

As stated above, one of principles related to reasonableness is relevant considerations; and this is why in many cases judges state that when a decision is made and considerations related to the subject of it are not considered, this decision cannot be a rational one.¹⁴⁸ When discretions are provided by law to public official, in fact, they are required to do so in an appropriate and the most possible worthy manner; hence, failure to take into account the relevant and vital involved components of the decision is negligence in fulfilling the obligation. In UK, lack of attention to determinant considerations of an administrative decision is remarked to be a factor in voidance and legally invalidation.¹⁴⁹ In accordance with EU precedent, the principle requires not only that administrative authorities should collect and pay attention to relevant considerations and related issues of their decision, but also obliges them to address all reasonable aspects of the matter in his actions; in order to adhering probable subordinate subsequences with legal norms.¹⁵⁰ This, in particular, extends the path to realization of accuracy principle, which is typically tied to principle of relevant considerations.

Accuracy means concentration of mind relating to a given subject and paying close attention to it. According to principle of “accuracy”, a public authority should make a decision with specific obsession and scrutiny


about its relevant facts and norms;\textsuperscript{151} this means that all details and aspects of the matter should be investigated and analyzed. In any case, principle of relevant considerations and principle of accuracy are two sides of a coin, together emphasize inclusion of facts and norms and considering their involved components in decision; hence, in most of cases, they strengthen principle of reasonableness.\textsuperscript{152} Principle of relevant considerations and accuracy do not merely emphasize attention and consideration of issues, but by its negative sense, authority is obliged to do not consider irrelevant considerations or slight importance to the decision;\textsuperscript{153} this command prevents spending time and money in improper way and hence, empowers principles of reasonableness and time limits.

4. Proportionality

According to this principle, there must be a reasonable appropriateness between a decision made by an authority and objectives on which it is legally based.\textsuperscript{154} Three main criterions might be considered for appraisement of this proportionality: sufficiency, necessity and appropriateness.\textsuperscript{155} Potency of an action to achieve the most desired goal of discretion, can imply its sufficiency; if there is no other suitable alternative action, or probably is


\textsuperscript{155} Cohn, Margit “Three Aspects of Proportionality”, Conference Review: 8th World Congress of the International Association of Constitutional Law (IACL), 2010, p. 4.
The concept and instances of general principles...

less important than that decision, necessity is evident; in addition, in order to justifying appropriateness of the decision taken, its resulted benefits should overcome injuries and disadvantages one. Proportionality principle strongly empowers the rule of law and constitutional rights as it is obvious in UK,\textsuperscript{156} EU\textsuperscript{157} and German precedents.\textsuperscript{158} One of the most leading descriptive propositions of the principle that is well reflected in article 5 (4) of the EU Treaty is balance maintenance requisite of decision; accordingly, the actions taken in relation to each issue should not exceed of extreme or least rational appropriateness; for instance, appropriateness of authority’s decision with goals based on the spirit of law\textsuperscript{159} or appropriateness between an administrative actions and a fundamental right’s requisites and objective\textsuperscript{160} or appropriateness of imposing conditions to citizens’ rights and what is rationally apperceived by regulations.\textsuperscript{161}

5. Time limits

In the direction of public service, time limits principle implies that there should be reasonable time during decision-making and respective measure by authority.\textsuperscript{162} For any discretion assigned to government officials there is reasonable time limit to exercise; so postponement and delay in carrying out appropriate action violates this principle.\textsuperscript{163} Hence, the principle might be


\textsuperscript{158} BVerfGE 23,127 (133); BVerfGE 23, 127 (133); BverfGE 69, 1 (35); BVerfGE 61, 126 (134).

\textsuperscript{159} R v Secretary of State for the Home Department, ex parte Brind, cit.; Association of British Civilian Internees–Far East Region v. Secretary of State for Defence, cit.

\textsuperscript{160} Bowman v. United Kingdom, cit.

\textsuperscript{161} BverwG, NJW 1995, 3334.

\textsuperscript{162} Hofmann, Herwig C. H.; Rowe, Gerard C. and Türk, Alexander H., op. cit., p. 196.

called “reasonable period of time” like what is common in EU precedent. The principle requires that all administrative processes, as well as addressing citizens’ demands or pure intra-organizational operations, should be carried out in the shortest and fastest possible time. Along with time limits, principle of “continuity”, that is mostly prevalent in French administrative law, implies that state services should be constantly provided for citizens; based on French precedent, since all citizens equally take advantage of state-owned public services, activities of public officials and institutions should not be interrupted and they should avoid any action that would delay or causes public services closure.

6. Transparency

This principle has been recognized in order to guarantee freedom of information and realization of public monitoring over government’s actions. Principle of transparency, through strengthening a clear administrative system and possibility of public oversight, aids in realization of the rule of law. In accordance with principle of transparency, all decisions, measures, transactions, agreements and all administrative processes documents should be available to access for all citizens as direct beneficiaries. Due

---


to information technology system development, this principle has also grown abundantly; this is mainly resulted by rapidity of information transmission by possible means of quick disseminating and expediting access possibility to them for all. Therefore, the most important components of the principle are freedom of information and IT (information technology), which is very much emphasized in EU precedent. One worthy imperative derivatives could be public procurement and tenders-bidding rectitude by three general mechanisms for realization of the principle: periodic indicative notices, invitation to tenders and contract award notice. Of course, the principle is not absolute and in certain legal situations exceptions have been made. For example, in UK, non-disclosure of confidential secrets and documents is a clear exception of the principle.

7. Accountability

Accountability is one of democracy foundations. In fact, peoples have entrusted government agents as their representations with the task of exercising the power for public interest; hence, they should respond about their actions to these real owners of the power; otherwise, it will establish a tyranny of power. This principle, by standing in the line with principles of transparency and legality, obliges public authority to make decisions in a transparent system and to be accountable about any action on demand of citizens including legitimately justification and legally

---
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given discretion, it is always intimidated that they would engage their personal interests in their decisions or give priority to specific group interests while collective interest is neglected;\(^{178}\) for this reason, principle of abuse of power has been identified among judges to put authorities’ decisions under substantive review. This illustrate the reason that why UK precedent has prohibited applying power for personal gain, in conflict with the spirit of law\(^ {179}\) or do not adhering to goal of law and serving commitment to citizens.\(^ {180}\)

9. Impartiality

According to *conseil d’Etat*, neutrality is incumbent and decisive for correctness of government’s decisions and measures in light of legality; otherwise, it could lead to discrimination and violating principle of equality.\(^ {181}\) This has been raised in UK by prohibiting all forms of discrimination and discriminatory provision of public services,\(^ {182}\) particularly in public procurement such as in


tendering procedures. In fact, principle of equality and government accountability to provide public interest constitute impartiality principle existential philosophy. For this reason, the principle is one of necessary and indispensable fundamental norms of good administration in EU ALS.

10. Public participation

Governmentality and democracy in the context of post-modern ALSs, especially in post-regulatory states, are prime corollaries of public participation. Citizens could participate directly, personally or through legitimate institutions, or indirectly by their elected representatives. However, it should be noted that establishment of democracy does not necessarily mean that expectations of vulnerable sectors should be involved in adoption of policies, but that participation must be organized and implemented through clear effective means which was probably defined. Participation principle mainly requires protection of freedoms of association and expression, on the one hand, and organizing civil society, on the other hand. Extension of this principle comes to privatization which is widely observed in regulatory states as a main political element. Since regulatory states are increasingly emphasizing privatization and contribution of people in administrating community affairs, role of participation principle is very efficacious and

---


187 Rose-Ackerman, Susan and Lindseth, Peter L., op. cit., p. 357.
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pivotal in such legal systems. For example, in the US legal system, which is widely applying post-regulatory states based on governmentality doctrine, judges have strongly emphasized the principle.189 Participation principle does not merely imply permission of citizens’ activity in market or recognition of competency for administrating affairs to them as a hand of government, but in a sense, it defines as a main method for integrating and sharing the wisdom of people and state into a whole. That is why, along with this principle, consensus-orientation of administration is proposed. Obviously, at the society level, there are different people with different points of view, but it is mostly possible to gather minds and reach to an appropriate intellectual model which can be very fruitful for augmenting the wisdom of state.190 Good administration requires summing-up of views and resources at the community level in order to reach a broad consensus in society due to political values, goodness and proper requirements for whole of it.191 Modern administrative law is essentially diverted from the idea of “to be administrated” or “passive role of citizens”, and, relying on participation principle, is directed to “administrating” ideology and “active citizens”.192 Such an active role of citizens could legitimize government’s wisdom in decision making and administrative actions.193

11. Responsiveness

The qualitative criterion of principle of exercising discretion is held forth by principle of responsiveness. In such cases, an authority has not

189 As a note-worthy one, see Hanover Potato Products Inc v. E Shalala, 989 F.2d 123, 1993.
avoided doing his legal tasks and in general has not exceeded of competency boundaries; nor was it an error of fact or law and an abuse of power; but, actually, breach of responsiveness principle is about malfunctions and negligence of duties, which has somehow reduced the quality of public service. Hence, this legal principle can be closely associated with several substantive principles such as reasonableness, relevant considerations and so on. This clearly shows why responsiveness is mostly intertwined with other adjacent principles; as we might conceive that about financial fiduciary duty in UK.\textsuperscript{194} According to reasonableness principle, public officials and institutions should strive to provide the highest quality legal services to all beneficiaries within a reasonable timeframe.\textsuperscript{195} It is only possible when these authorities are responsible for demands, expectations and needs of individuals and groups.\textsuperscript{196}

12. Unfettered discretion

In administrative law, the principle of relevant considerations requires that any public official should consider all aspects of his decision and through analyzing them (principle of accuracy), acts appropriately; principle of unfettered discretion typically supplements these commands by requiring authorities to avoid of any prejudice and to comply with a customary or predetermined conventional process and policy in their decisions. In a more literal sense, administrative decisions should not be taken by a dominant and invariable procedure in relation to all subjects, but should elaborate on any particular issue to provide a suitable decision; as UK judges have emphasized, authority should not decide on all legal situations only in a uniform manner and be bound by a general and definite policy or procedure.\textsuperscript{197} However, this does not deny a systematic function based on

\textsuperscript{194} Roberts v. Hopwood, 1925, AC 578, available at: https://swarb.co.uk/roberts-v-hopwood-hl-1925.


13. Proper purpose

Each public official needs to consider objectives that are consistent with those in content of law in order to make their decision in light of aims of legislator which is reflected in legal rule has assigned the discretion. If authority intends to make a decision by own benefits, this might lead to abuse of power; but improper purpose does not imply that. Actually, in cases where authority intended to act in good faith by considering public interest but decided in contrary to the purpose of law regarding the discretion violates principle of proper purpose; in such cases, due to adoption of a wrong purpose, administrative action is in contrast with provisions of law. Therefore, as it is supposed in UK, the principle has two meaning sides: obligation of matching intended purpose of competent authority with what is assumed by law (positive proposition); prohibition of considering a purpose which is not explicitly or implicitly prescribed by law (negative

---


200 For instance, see BVerwGE 45, 309.


An examples of sub-principles derived from proper purpose would be “legitimate aim” in EU case law; according to which restricting rights and freedoms, are guaranteed by the European convention on human rights, only based on public interest or other legitimate aims is possible.204

V. CONCLUSION

General principles of administrative law are of the most general, comprehensive, non-positivized and perpetual legal norms which are legitimately recognized in administrative precedent by judges and relatively function in parallel with good administration values in administrative legal system in order to optimize administrative legal order or realize the rule of law in government actions. Their inherent discourses would be conceptualized by some descriptive propositions while the logical and normative correlative links between them as the integrity are strongly retained. Also, by considering optimization and relativity features, obviously we would find out that there is no an absolute distinct principle. Therefore, general principles of administrative law are the same legal principles which are taken by judges in administrative precedent to acquaint them with administrative legal system. Accordingly, if we contrarily argue that GPAL is not exist as a distinct legal norm and it is nothing but the same legal principle, could be justifiable; but this is a right argument if we do not disregard the special features that change a principle in discourse by which it may redefine in the context of an ALS that could be assumed as a sub-norm with administrative nature; this new sub-norm might be called a GPAL. However, by taking antecedent objectivity in the realm of administrative legal system into account, general principles of administrative law can be categorized into classic and modern principles.

The rule of law, legality, ultra vires, error, unauthorized delegation, equality, harm, remedy, equity and Constitutional rights principles are some of the most known classic principle; and mainly, following instances

---


can be considered as modern principles that empower good administration values in administrative legal system: legitimate expectations, reasonableness, relevant considerations, proportionality, time limits, transparency, accountability, abuse of power, impartiality, public participation, responsiveness, unfettered discretion and proper purpose; that each one of this principles has been clarified in a general sense. Consequently, the conceptual explanations illustrate that global administrative law requires: protection of substantive dimension of legality as well as procedural one in light of the rule of law by avoiding of errors, exceeding or abusing discretion, unauthorized delegation and harm; also it is necessary to protect constitutional rights and equality while maintaining equity and giving effect to required remedies; mostly, as a modern perspective it is significantly emphasized that public authorities should reasonably, proportionally, impartially, transparently, accountably and responsively act and consider legitimate expectations, relevant considerations and proper purpose in their decisions while they are not fettered or spending excessive time; also there must be an effective opportunity to public participation in order to realization of governmentality and democracy.